resource allocation and its constraints are under intense investigation, although these studies are mostly 42 restricted to unicellular organisms. However, the metabolic efficiency of a given metabolic system is not 43 static, but depends on the environment. Thus, uncertainties about the environmental properties that an 44 organism has adapted to remain a major obstacle in the application of these methods. Autotrophic 45 systems, such as plant leaves, are ideal to study the interaction of the environment and resource 46 allocation, as the diversity of nutrient sources is much lower than for heterotrophs, which results in a 47 reduced complexity of the space of possible environments. Furthermore, the effect of environmental 48 factors on plant performance, e.g., the rate of CO2 assimilation, have been studied intensively (von 49 of the C3 and C4 system depend strongly on the environment. To achieve optimal metabolic efficiency, 70 plants have to coordinate gene expression of the Calvin-Benson cycle, C4 cycle, photorespiration, and light 71 reactions in a complex response to the availability of light energy and nitrogen, as well as factors that 72 influence the rate of photorespiration. Table S7 ). For plants grown at 25°C, the resource allocation determined under the 215 evolutionary scenario agrees with the measured data within a factor of 0.47 to 1.22 (Fig. 4a) ; at 35°C, 216 agreement is within a factor of 0.43 to 1.12 ( Fig. 4b) . In both cases, agreement is much lower for 217 predictions in the growth scenario. We assessed the statistical significance of the superior performance 218 of the evolutionary scenario by comparing the distributions of the squared residuals (expressed as 219 fractions of the experimental means). The resource allocation calculated for the evolutionary scenario 220 outperforms the growth scenario significantly for the data represented in Fig. 4 (P = 7.2x10 
The model identifies a unique evolutionary environment for C4 photosynthesis in Flaveria

232
The model optimally adapted to the evolutionary scenario leads to superior predictions of plant 233 performance and resource allocation in C4 plants compared to a parameterization optimized for the 234 growth scenario across diverse physiological data sets. The inferior performance of the growth scenario 235 model indicates a lack of phenotypic plasticity of resource allocation in C4 plants. This finding points to the 236 possibility that the environment most relevant for recent evolutionary adaptation of a given C4 plant could 237 be inferred quantitatively from observations on plant physiology and resource allocation. Thus, to infer a 238 typical evolutionary environment for C4 Flaveria bidentis, we calculated optimal resource allocation under 239 conditions covering plausible ranges of mesophyll CO2 partial pressure, temperature, and light intensities 240 to identify the conditions that best explain the empirical data ( increased nitrogen investment into the dark reactions, which goes along with a reduced investment into 253 the electron transport chain. The effect of temperature is of special importance for plants using the C4 254 cycle, as temperature increases PEPC activity drastically and therefore reduces the necessary nitrogen 255 investment into the C4 cycle. This allows an increased investment into the electron transport chain and 256
Rubisco, which show reduced activity at elevated temperatures due to thermal instabilities. 257
258
Our results indicate that C4 Flaveria species show a lower degree of photosynthetic phenotypic plasticity 259 than closely related C3 species. On a molecular level, this plasticity predominantly requires the 260 re-allocation of nitrogen between the major photosynthetic protein pools. To assess the costs of 261 phenotypic plasticity, we thus quantified the total fraction of nitrogen that needs to be re-allocated 262 between photosynthetic pools to optimally adjust photosynthesis from the evolutionary scenario to a 263 given growth environment (δn, see Methods). We find that photosynthetic types that utilize the C4 cycle 264 require a consistently higher amount of re-allocation compared to C3 plants (P = 1.5x10 -5 , sign test, see 265 Supporting Information Table S5 ). Our results thus reveal a link between required nitrogen re-allocation 266 and limited photosynthetic phenotypic plasticity (see Supporting Information Tables S4-S6) Given the complexity of our physiological model, we needed to make a number of assumptions. We 298 addressed uncertainties in model parameters through a sensitivity analysis, showing that our conclusions 299 are robust against variation in these parameters (Supporting Information Fig. S1 ). Furthermore, our 300 predictions assume that nitrogen availability in the evolutionary scenario is identical to current nitrogen 301 availability. 302
303
Even though we find that the evolutionary scenario leads to superior predictions of physiological 304 responses in C4 plants when compared to the growth scenario, the PEPC activity predicted to be optimal 305 in the evolutionary scenario is approximately 55% lower than experimentally observed data (Fig. 4) . This 306 discrepancy might in part be explained by the assumption of a fixed average daytime temperature in the 307 simulations. Temperature variation strongly affects the PEPC activity; lower temperatures in the morning 308 and evening may require higher PEPC activity than assumed in the simulations. specific, invariable biochemical properties of the leaf to be modeled. Additionally, the input parameters 342 comprise the following environmental factors: light intensity, leaf nitrogen level, temperature, and CO2 343 and O2 mesophyll partial pressures. We simulate a plant that is adapted to the input environment with 344 respect to photosynthetic nitrogen and energy allocation. To this end, the nitrogen and energy allocation 345 pattern that maximizes the net steady-state CO2 assimilation rate (A) is calculated via optimization, subject 346 to the environmental and species-specific input parameters. 347 , i.e., we stop the 439 optimization when all parameters changed by a proportion <1x10 -100 in the last iteration; (2) localtol, the 440 tolerance applied in the selected local solver, is set to 1x10 respectively. During optimization, the activity of each process is constrained by its allocated energy pool, 474
Environmental factors and evolutionary parameters
i.e., the energy allocation equals the relative energy allocation of the processes (see Supporting 475
Information Method S1 for details). 476
477
The number of electrons transported to generate one molecule of ATP is unknown; for a discussion, see, 478 e.g., Amthor (2010) . We address these uncertainties by a factor that represents the ratio of electron 479 transported per ATP in LET, which we set to eATP = 4/3 in this work. In Flaveria, this ratio is supported by 480 The light-limited CO2 assimilation rate is then: 493 bundle sheath cells, which affects O2 evolution. This parameter is set to p. In the whole model, each 498 limitation is considered independently; the minimal CO2 assimilation rate determines the limiting process: 499 
Data used in the analyses
511
As the raw data of Vogan and Sage (2012) was not available, we extracted it from the corresponding 512 figures using the Graph Grabber software provided by Quintessa Limited (Version 1.5.5). The measured 513 curves consider the CO2 assimilation rate per intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci). We assume that the 514 mesophyll CO2 level is 85% of the Ci. 515
516
For the detailed analysis of the C4 plants (Fig. 4) 
Statistical information
529
The differences between adaptation scenarios are tested with the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Due to 530 computational limitations, only a limited number of leaf nitrogen levels can be used to calculate the 531 resource allocation for the data set of Vogan and Sage (2011) (Fig. 3) . We considered 16 leaf nitrogen 532 levels for the calculation of the resource allocation and CO2 assimilation rates. We inferred the CO2 533 assimilation rates required for the remaining leaf nitrogen levels from linear interpolation between the 534 two closest leaf nitrogen levels. For the statistical analysis, the data of the modeled species, F. pringlei 535 (C3), F. floridana (C3-C4), F. palmeri (C4-like), and F. bidentis (C4), was considered. All statistical analyses 536 were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2017 
